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Jen - Electric Violinist

In Hollywood and around the world, the electric violin with DJ accompaniment is quickly becoming the coolest
entertainment to have at high-end parties and events. Professional Violinist Jen brings a high level of entertainment to
every performance. Specializing in luxury events and couture weddings, Jen stays on top of the current trends in music
and fashion.

Jen’s skillful renditions include Klezmer Music, Classical compositions of Johann Sebastian Bach, Chill Out Grooves,
Smooth Jazz, Pop, Rock, and modern Dance melodies. She can also perform songs from artists such as Rihanna, Kelly
Clarkson, Cristina Aguilera, U2, and Coldplay. Audiences love this form of new and engaging entertainment.

Based in Los Angeles, Jen has always delivered a level of artistic musicianship to every show, event and performance.
She has been mesmerizing audiences around the World with her sultry five string Viper electric violin. Jen consistently
transforms the sound of musical releases with her virtuosic technique, inventive arrangements, and compelling
performance style.

Jen’s credentials include classical training on piano and violin. She is equally at home on the stage or in the studio and
loves performing anything from Classical Concertos to Hip-Hop choruses, and virtually every musical style in between.

She is currently writing and recording her own music in Los Angeles, where she is also training with top choreographers
and aerial artists to produce an even more high-energy and breathtaking show! Jen continues to rise to the forefront of
the music industry, where she can be heard bowing her way into the hearts and souls of those around her.

Jen is a class act that is perfect for black-tie affairs, high-end weddings, fashion shows, nightclub events, gallery
openings, casino entertainment, winery entertainment, and special events. She is also the ideal professional
accompaniment to acoustic band performances and classical concerts. Her range and talent allows her to easily
transition to multiple musical styles and genre’s such as Classical, Rock, Soul, Jazz, Pop, and World Music.

Testimonials

Jen is the total package… and a hot package she is! Talented, charming and passionate about her craft, she brings
everything she’s got to every performance. And in case you haven’t noticed… she’s got a lot!

— Dee Snider (Twisted Sister)
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